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Who I Am

 Registered Professional Engineer of 
Control Systems in Maryland

 Work at Washington Suburban 
Sanitary Commission

 Design Industrial Controls
 Member 
 ISA-99
 DNP3 Technical Committee



How To Recognize Cyber Attack

 If Attacked
 Odd things may happen
 Nobody knows why

 You have an Anomaly
 It could be anything
 Disgruntled employees or contractors
 Software bug
 Hardware problem

 Who ‘ya gonna call?



Is it an attack?

 Deal with the anomaly
 What is wrong?
 Someone forget to notify operators?
 Go through routine investigation

 Don’t let the distraction keep you 
from operating the plant

 If the anomaly stops, keep 
investigating



First, Assess the System

 Is the Control System still functional?
 No: Take appropriate action and 

continue to step Two

 Determine source of Anomaly
 Is there a power outage?
 Are there other personnel on site?

 Escalation:
 Call Senior Staff/Engineering



Second: Is it Software?

 Check the inputs
 Garbage In Garbage Out

 Is there a software/firmware bug?
 Check vendor web site
 Call tech support

 Check software/firmware signatures
 Reload software to last known good 

release
 Check configuration files for corruption



Third Escalation Level

 Do you know who the Subject Matter 
Experts (SME) are?

 Do you have agreements to get them 
on site?

 Few can answer these questions 
affirmatively

 Someone needs to know who these 
people are before calling FBI



What DHS and FBI can do

 They know some SME types
 They may already have some reports 

of similar situations
 Consider notifying them along with 

whatever SME you bring on site
 Coordinate with OEM, regulatory 

enforcement, and other agencies



Practical Concerns:

 Note how much 
happens before 
authorities are 
called

 It takes time to 
recognize an attack

 How can we cut 
down that time?



Self Integrity Monitoring

 CPU usage
 Disk Space
 Network Traffic
 PLC Scan Time
 Network Integrity
 Spanning Tree
 WAN Link Stats



Tools to use
 SNMP
 Traffic counters
 Configuration change alerts
 New port activity?
 NOT INVENTED HERE

 Create Baselines
 Know what normal traffic is
 Control System Traffic should very 

consistent
 Alarm outside that traffic level

 Inspect firewall logs regularly
 Inspect Operator security logins



Missing Elements

 Does not come 
standard in most 
control systems

 Need to teach 
operators to use it



Security Profiles
 Yellow: Regular 

security training
 Orange:

 Disconnect and 
isolate networks

 Remove all beta code
 Backup, Backup, 

Backup

 Red:
 Keep staff on hand to 

operate manually



Our Goals at WSSC:

 Monitor Network Traffic Levels
 Monitor CPU loading of HMI
 Monitor Scan Time of PLC
 Monitor PLC stats on I/O networks

 Keep track of switch ports and 
associated MAC addresses

 Shut off and alarm all unused ports
 Install firewalls in front of PLCs



Operator Training

 Set a reasonable Baseline and alarm 
accordingly

 If Operators see odd things, check 
above parameters against baseline

 This effort is brand new
 Nobody we know has done this
 People are not geniuses at 2 AM
 We may have many false alarms



Suggestions?

Questions?


